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From the Editors Desk
Thanks to all for the contributions this month, as always your contributions are what makes it all
worthwhile.
Thanks to all for the well wishes, after a very loooong 6 months I have now had a final surgery and am on
the slow road to recovery.
Please remember that letters to the editor (as below) will only be published with committee approval.
Till next month,
Heidi Prindiville
Letter to the editor
"Thank you everyone at the Castledare Miniature Railway. As a member of your sister club, Diamond
Valley Railway, I was amazed with the beautiful scenery and the shear length of your track; it’s a testament
to the dedication of all your members, both past and present. In particular, I loved the location of the
railway, the scenery is excellent! I also liked the steam loco watering facilities at Niana with the fast flow
pump and convenient ball-valves at the end of the hoses; certainly a revolution in miniature steam
operations! CMR was really one of the highlights of my visit and I look forward to visiting CMR in the
future. I also have published a video on my visit on my YouTube channel, ‘trainguyrocks’, under the name
‘A Sunny Spring Sunday: Castledare Miniature Railway 2017’. Feel free to check it out at
https://youtu.be/jm4SEt8aGu0
Kind regards,
Tyler Howie
(Diamond Valley Railway junior member)"
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The President’s Prattle - Mike Crean
Equipment and consumables used by members for their own purpose should be kept to a minimum as they are a
limited resource as we only purchase what is required for use at the railway. Please be mindful of your fellow
members who put in a huge effort to keep our railway running and do not appreciate using equipment that has been
abused, left in a dirty or poor state, with the consumables not replaced when needed to carry out the clubs up keep.
Members are reminded that the Saturday before public running days is for preparing the railway and not for using
club equipment and consumables to work on their own parts not related to the current running day.
The DO of a public running day is the sole person in charge of all on the day.
Please let the DO know you are available and able to help out with any jobs you can. The DO will then assign you a
post. If you need to leave your post prior to the DO sending you a replacement it is mandatory you let the DO know
your intention prior to leaving your post or arranging a replacement off your own back.
Club radios have been missing after running days. These are there for members use and are an important part of our
safe working on public running days. Please return them to and place them in the charging stations after each
running day or other times of use. These are an expensive item to replace and are required for our public running
days. Your help will be greatly appreciated.
I have had a number of our members point out that some of our people are not wearing appropriate attire when
attending our public running days. Please when attending on our public days wear clean, neat appropriate attire. We
are all in the public eye on our running days. (Preferably in our Club attire. Ed)
It was great to see a large turnout for the clubs birthday party on Saturday the 14th of October. A number of
members played trains on the day prior to an evening meal, then it was off to have a night run. Thank you very much
to those that organised the day and especially to those that put on the meal.
Just a reminder that cars have had some minor damage when parked at the members car park in or near the load
out area. Also a reminder not to leave any valuables around the sheds as some times they have gone walk about
without the owners knowledge. The rear door of the steam shed and the breeze way must be pulled close (do not
lock) at the start of public running and opened at the end of public running except for short term access. This helps
with security. There are long periods the area is left unattended.
The gate to the members car park is locked before public running starts and re-opened after the last train returns to
Niana station. The DO will have the key. In general it is expected that the gate will only be opened after the last train.
Except for special circumstances and emergencies.
The first run day of the month has seen all our signals working very well in the Canning and Niana areas. John and
Tania have implemented a new signals and radio protocol. All trains approaching the Niana area from Canning or
Wilson must call Niana south signals and let the local signaller know when they approach the members car park
crossing. This has helped to speed up the movement of trains in and around Niana station making the signallers life
much easier.
Wilson park signal WP6 has had an upgrade and worked very well on the last Wilson run day. A small two meter high
signal Gantry is being constructed to place at the WP6 location and allow the signal to be a permanent fixture. The
points movement at Wilson approach to the three roads will be changed from battery powered electric motors to
pneumatic the same as Canning junction and Niana. This type of control has proved to be a lot more reliable and
require less maintenance than the current system. We will continue to use battery powered electric motor point
control in remote areas like Oak tree junction.
As always we must encourage and congratulate our junior members on their great enthusiasm and their dedication
to the club and its members. Thanks boys and girls, keep up the great work.
Until next time please visit your club and its facilities. They are there for all of us to enjoy.
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From the Treasurer – Roger Matthews
Denis P Moore
Since the new boiler was fitted there has been an ongoing problem with the regulator ball valve in so much that the
PTFE seats would not stand the heat. A new Swaglock steam valve was obtained from the USA and with some
modification was fitted and has so far proved to be working with no leeks. A steam air pump has been on order since
May from at Eastern states supplier but the August delivery is long past!
Comet Vale
Comet was back in revenue service at the October Wilson run and performed very well .Rod is looking into fitting
new running lights when he gets back from his Holiday. There are just a couple of small things to make the refit
complete. With Comet back on the roster CMR now has five diesel outline loco’s and one service loco along with
steam engine Denis.
City of Canning
Unfortunately part the centrifugal clutch let go on the Wilson run .One of the brake shoe pivot bolts broke. They
have been replaced with bigger shoulder bolts and new shoes with modified shoe pivot bearing fitted. With the help
of Terry Skinner the work was done over a couple of Wednesdays and the Loco is now back in Service
Run day clubroom security
On our Niana run days once running starts members need to keep the breezeway and steam shed doors closed but
not locked. It is just another deterrent for opportunistic pilfering of members property. All members are reminded to
not leave valuables in the clubrooms. For those who don’t have somewhere secure especially juniors ask to use one
of the keyed lockers in the breezeway.
January School Wednesday runs 3rd,10th,17th,24th 2018 will see the 4th year of school holiday runs which have proved
to be both popular with the public and also very beneficial to the clubs finances. There have been some of these
runs when we have only just had enough qualified members to operate enough trains. We try and run 3 trains one
being a double consist. January is a time when some members are away on holidays so although I don’t want to have
an actual roster as such it would help very much if members willing to help out in January could let me know which
days they would be available and also what activities they able to take part in such at guards drivers platform staff
and the like The preferred method is to let me know via email rogerrcmr@hotmail.com or call 0407381527
Bayou Dual Bridge
The Dual Bridge is to undergo de-scaling and painting at the beginning of Feb2018. Prior to that as mentioned last
month some concrete work to the north abutment needs to be done which will be carried out by the Wednesday
Crew. Now that cleaning away of sand and gravel has been done, on inspection the ‘I’ beams on the Wilson end are
in need of replacement. They are not unsafe and dangerous but it would be better both in cost and for the longevity
of the bridge to do the work before painting. The bridge when it was built more than thirty years ago was built using
second hand I beams and as it turns out on closer inspection they are not all the same size. The four 4mtr beams will
be replaced with new ones all the same size. This is quite a large undertaking and will be necessary to close the
bridge for two weeks Monday December 4th until Friday 15th and again from Monday 6th February until Friday 16th
2018.
GPS Speedo
I have a GPS Speedo available at $40 if any member would like one. They are rechargeable.
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NOVEMBER CALENDAR 2017
Monday
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Thursday

Friday
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31
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2

3

4

5

Run Prep
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Work Day
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Run Prep
Work Day

WILSON
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6

7

8

9

Wednesday
Work Day
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16
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23
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28

29

30
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Work Day
4

5

6
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Wednesday
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6

8

2

3
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NIANA
Run Day

9

10

Members
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Booking
11am-2pm

STEAMERS & IDIOCYNCRACIES – Les Smith
Roger Matthews wrote an excellent article recently that was placed in Cinders & Soot about driving steam
locomotives around the Castledare trackage. One must commend all of our members particularly the Juniors with
aspirations of becoming “steam” drivers to read this again and again!.
Different types of steam engines behave differently but one thing that does stand out is the quality of the coal. An ex
English fireman having shovelled top Welsh steaming coal would become exhausted if COLLIE coal having about half
the heat value was substituted. Then you have gaseous coal where a NSW fireman would leave the fire-hole doors
half open on 38 Class to allow for more over-fire air to aid combustion of the gases given off. Generally driving this
way is a no-no as it is not a good idea to have cold air pouring in over the fire. Livio Porta of Argentina did introduce
over-fire inlets through the back-head, but, the air was preheated.
Roger mentioned different sized grates with some smaller ones proving to be excellent re steam production.
However, there has to be included the type of firebox. That is, the wet wall type with a copper firebox will be far
superior to the Briggs type. The Briggs type is a simple compromise and not very efficient. The grate itself from an
engineering point of view with taper bars should be better than a “rose-bud” type. It is also about getting the flue
tube length and diameter right.
Some locomotives never reached the performance required for their intended service and either a new role was
found or serious modifications were made. A case in point was the WAGR J Class which became Ja with larger boilers
fitted from the Q class. But then, the MSA was regarded as “over-boilered” and wasted fuel. This was probably due
to the designer (Fred Mills) employing a much larger grate over that of the English designed Ms, probably for COLLIE
coal. We will not go into shallow grates versus deep grates where firing technique would be “little and often” or a
thick fire bed (black firing) but such does have application at CMR.
Locomotive crews even developed their own “tricks” to improve steaming such as placing a piece of fencing wire
across the blast pipe opening to “spilt and sharpen” the exhaust to improve drafting. Our member Tommy Donkin
will tell you that they would cover the grates of the ASG types that were oil fired with road metal (ballast) to get
better results.
Some engines within a Class would “go” better and Tom liked V Class 1211 over any others. This was an East Perth
based machine and probably just had an over-haul and had less internal boiler scale compared to engines out of
Collie or Bunbury that required a wash-out once a week. Locomotive boilers under-going overhaul at Midland would
have the flues withdrawn and then the front tube plate removed. The amount of loose scale in the boiler shell would
be shoveled out by the barrow load!
Then we have drivers / firemen and depot knowledge. American firemen would chalk their preferred settings for the
steam jets that distributed coal into the firebox where a mechanical stoker was fitted to aid the fireman taking over
on a thru runner. A small class of English locomotives were branded “dogs” when sent to another depot, yet, from
their home base they would put up some startling performances when pushed. Pushing a steam engine too hard
with a comment like “it is sucking the coal off the shovel” should not be a boast when the following wagons become
littered in char and passenger complain re clothing burnt. This then brings about that, some crew men could be
classified as drovers or drivers. Thankfully we can classify Roger as in the latter class.
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1st Sunday DO Report – Rod Bradley
Great weather on the first Sunday Run-day. Temperature in the low twenties and no rain.
It was very pleasing to see so many members turn up on Sunday. Rotation of drivers and guards was quite easy with
most people eager to undertake all roles when needed by me and offered to them. The younger members really
came to the party and all pulled their weight where they were qualified to do so or helped out with some of the less
glamorous jobs. We are fortunate to have some very enthusiastic and capable young people.
The crowd number was down on what I expected but when we are competing against the last weekend of the
Agricultural Show where weather has been patchy across the week it was not a total surprise. Still we managed 750
plus visitors, kept 3 x steamers (Dennis P Moore, Black Butt & Elizabeth) and 3 x petrol / diesel (G535, Dependable &
RA1919) going for most of the day. Tinker Bell encountered an injector issue early on and as such did not come into
service. Richard and Trish had an unusually quiet day!
Track performed well. A wagon on Dependable did put a wheel off the track just prior to Fern Rd gate at the bottom
of the rise. Quickly sorted by Julian and his crew this was only a minor disruption on the day. Leading up Sunday it
was known that work is required to be performed on Fern Rd as the ballast continues to settle after some major
grade adjustments and rainfall in the month of September.
Apart from some hiccups on Signal NB2, I was not advised of any issues in relation to A Box and Canning Box signals
and controls. All working well to my knowledge.
Some drama late in the day when a passenger misplaced their wallet. A search was conducted but was starting to
look grim until David Edwards located it on the convention loop. A very relieved carer departed Castledare much
happier following David's find. Thanks to everyone who so promptly started looking for the wallet.
Black Butt successfully worked the convention loop late in the day. Improvements to the track / road crossing in
front of Gerry's workshop seems to have worked.
Les and Terry manned the station with some focussed help from other members. The steady line of visitors in the
queue only rarely exceeding enough to fill one train.
The convention loop worked well and no issues arose from Canning Box over Sunday. John Watson, two days out of
hospital, with David Edwards by his side, ran the Canning Box faultlessly for the whole day. I may need to appoint
John Watson as permanent Canning Box operator on the days when I'm DO but I suggest he will have a much
different opinion!
The message from Control (Tania, Julian and John Palm) was that the radio communications with trains worked well.
The drivers / guards announced their arrival at the station about 50 metres out. This stream-lined the track setting
and seemed to keep trains flowing better than usual into the station. Control has asked this be kept up in the future.
My wife had to excuse herself from canteen duty due to work in Sydney however Jeanette, Cathy, Tania, Sue and
Eddie all work their miracles and covered well, thank you ladies.
All in all a most enjoyable October run day and thanks to all who helped so enthusiastically.
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Junior Junction – this month by Ethan Giddens
Hello, Ethan Giddens here, just saying there will be no progress on Phil in this article because of this month due to a
lot of things were happening at the club like the first and third run day plus the birthday run day also the other
commitments that juniors do in their own time. But I’ll just be talking about the birthday run/night run at my point
of view, this will focus on what I did to help the railway before the day had started, and how others contribute to the
railway as well.
At the start of the day Vic, Julian, Roger, Dylan and I were doing some re-ballasting after the sleepers were replaced
in front of the station Mike, Shaun and I went out to Wilson Station on EM44 (while giving it a load test which was
successful) to test out WP5 and WP6 Signals which was a success and all working in great order. While out at Wilson,
G533 comes pass with Vic driving and Julian as Guard and was a good sight to see, but sadly didn’t have my camera
on me. Soon after that Roger driving 1701, Comet Vale comes through (still didn’t have my camera) and looked
great.
After we all had Lunch, I decide to fill up City Of Canning and Shaun also filled Dependable with some diesel to
prepare for the Birthday run. When we were ready to go out I seen Phoenix being steamed up By Roger and it
looked great as always later on Curtis was steaming up Denis P. Moore to run. We hit night and Roger has let me
take Comet vale for a drive so I pick up some freight wagons and three wagons to give it a test load. Just after 7:30 I
asked Tania if she wanted to drive Comet Vale so she did and here was her response. “She sounds like a V8” and she
didn’t want to get out. Just before 9:00 Comet vale Ran out of fill just coming of Jack Stanbridge, Luckily enough
Betsy was behind me and gave me a push back to the station.
Special thank you to Roger Mathews and other people that helped the best they can by rebuilding Comet Vale and
making her ready for the birthday run and to all that made the night run possible.
Here are some photos of the day

Phoenix being put into
steam.
Photograph by:
Ethan Giddens

Comet Vale Already
to go thanks to
Roger
Photograph By:
Ethan Giddens
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John Millman,
Driven by Terry
Photograph by:
Ethan Giddens

Comet Vale, G535 and Terry’s little blue petrol
electric sitting down for some sunlight
Photograph By:
Ethan Giddens

Tania is happy after
driving Comet Vale
Photograph By:
Ethan Giddens

Dylan, Vic and Julian
Talking while Shaun was
preparing Dependable
for a test lap.
Photograph by:
Ethan Giddens

G533 Driven by Curtis,
supervised by Vic.
Photograph by:
Ethan Giddens
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Sandgropers 2017
This year’s Sandgropers is being held at NDMES on the 11 th and 12th of November 2017, there is now a
website up and running for registrations, www.sandgropers-ndmes.org.au

Ladies of the Railway – Damelsa Belcher

Thanks to all the ladies (and gent) for the wonderful Birthday Dinner that was put on.
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We would like to thank the support from the below
Local Businesses:

204 Collier Road, Bayswater WA 6053

S.O.S Steinmeier Oxy
Services
92a Beechboro Rd S, Bayswater, WA, 6053

Possibly the Most Awesome Hose and
Fittings Shop in the Entire World!
U8/2 Carson Road, Malaga WA 6090

57 Baile Road, Canning Vale, WA 6155
Carlisle WA 6101
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